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new latte extra and future gel accessories new anti fungus pedi gel and extra top - no blue

New Latte Extra Gel.

special builder gel for nail correction. it can be used on the 
hand and on the toes as well. it will stick for the short amount of 
time to the skin while forming the nail shape so it will not flow 
away. it can be used for building short nails. soft pinky clear gel.
 
cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp

1,5 mins in led lamp

the babyboomer technique is still ruling the nail world so we 
would like to provide you a new latte shade. this beautiful color 
convinces the clients at the first time. You can gain a perfect 
milky white shade and this won’t fade even after 3-4 weeks. 
it can be used to build a whole nail.

cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in led lamp

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

anti fungus
pedi gel

latte gel
extra

IT DOES NOT TURN BLUE

we’ve further developed the excellent features of the extra top! it 
can be used for darker colors as well due to the special ingredients 
of the  extra top no blue. it preserves the original shades of the 
colors. one layer is enough for weeks. non-cleansing material. 

Tip: For white and light shades and babyboomer nails we offer Extra 
Top because of the brightening effect.

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in led lamp

8ml – 

extra top
no blue

special liquid for forming the future gel. it makes easier 
to forming it, gentle with the brush, even also in long term 
usage. Pleasant strawberry scent.

BRAND NEW BUILDING TECHNIQUE!

You can create natural-looking nails extremely fast in salon lenght. the elastic 
tips are reusable, so you can use a box for a long time.
customizable to the guest’s nails so you can personalize your tips.

120 pcs / box
12 sizes ‒ 10 pcs / size

50 ml – 

future
forming solution

reverse tip
for future gel

New Extra Top - No blue.

new!

new!

new!

new!

new!
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from december!

new glamour and designer gel colorsnew brush&go gel colors

New Brush&Go Go 104 Gel.

we were thinking of the lovers of the nude and colored nails when we came 
up with the new brush&go color gels. it has good cover ability even by only 
one layer due to its extremely high pigmentation. non-cleansing and you 
can leave without cover layer.

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in led lamp

3ml – 
4,5ml – 

brush&go gel
colors

go 104

go 108

go 105

go 106

go 110

go 107

go 109

You can get our painting gels in another 4 breathtaking 
shades. Popping pigmentation and magnificent are 
the most effective words to describe them. it will 
not flow away while you are working with it. it can 
be used for contouring too.
non-cleansing.

cure time: 3-4 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in led lamp

the most shining color gels with incredible sparkling glitters. 
use it for the whole surface of the nail, make gradient effect, 
patterns or paint the free edge; the result will be spectacular.
it requires covering.
 
cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp

1,5 mins in led lamp

3ml – 

5ml – 

designer gel
colors

glamour gel
colors

23 - violet

24 - petrol
blue

25 - burgundy

22 - neon
peach

13

New violet Designer Gel.

new!

new!new!
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from november!

new hypnotic gel&lac colorsnew sPider gel and acrYlic colors

be seductive with the new be gla-
morous kit colors! now we have 
brought you 4 sparkle shades in one 
set! the glitter-rich gel&lacs give a 
stunning look to your nails.

the kit contains:
hypnotic 109, 111, 112, 114

your favorite gel&lacs in new shades in a sparkling glamour 
edition. thanks to their crazy pigmentation, they cover perfectly 
in only one layer. use hypnotic bond and hypnotic top with it, 
which is guaranteed to not fade nor turn yellow.
hypnotic gel&lac is non-skiny, easy to apply and streak-free. 
soak-off, so gentle on nails. more than 3 weeks of long-lasting!

cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in led lamp

be glamorous
hypnotic gel&lac kit

4x4ml – 

4ml – 
8ml – 

hypnotic gel&lac
glamour colors

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

draw straight, super-thin lines should 
no longer be a problem. You can easily 
create geometric shapes, web-like mo-
tifs or even 3d-like linear patterns with 
spider gel. extremely elastic, unbrea-
kable, dense material. use it with an art 
needle or a 0 brush.
non-cleansing.

cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1,5 mins in led lamp

3ml – spider gel
colors

roYal
blue

russian
gold

champagne

gold
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our acrylic line expands with 3 new beautiful colors. You can get a 
super shiny effect with our diamond acrylic line, give it a try with 
sprinkle technique!

10ml – 

3d color powder
colors

d33

from november!

New C85 color powder.

New Hypnotic 107 and 113 gel&lac.

d32

c85

new!

new!

new! new!
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new brillbird nail artnew tiffany gel&lac colors and new nail art drops

gel&lac with a special glass texture for a spectacular 
and unique effect, whether used as a base color or 
as a decoration. Paint patterns or apply on nail art 
elements and enjoy the magnificent result!
flexible, soak-off.
 
cure time: 3-4 mins in uV lamp

2-3 mins in led lamp

5ml – tiffany gel&lac
colors

ti7 roYal
blue

ti6 red

from january!

New royal blue Tiffany gel&lac and Designer Gels.

New extra pink Chrome powder.

4ml – nail art
drops

rED

BLuE

rED

CURE TO AIR DECORATION LIQUID

try the new nail art drops decoration technique. it is a diluted 
liquid that you can apply with the brush in smaller or larger drops 
on the surface of the nail to create aquarell like patterns. com-
bine the 3 basic colors to create many more colors and shades.

usage: after applying two cured layers to the prepared nails 
apply an extra top high shine and matting it with a buffer, 
then apply nail art drops in any shape. the cleaner, Primer 
and acryl remover can help you further shape your pattern 
as auxiliary fluid. make sure you use as little brush strokes as 
possible to avoid scratching the pattern. apply matt extra top 
to the cured surface of the extra top to achieve a matte result. 
do not use extra top no blue and brill top gel high shine with 
it. it cures to the air.

dark pink chrome pigment powder which dresses the nails into a beautiful, full 
metallic pink ornament due to its extra pigment content. Just rub it into a non-cle-
ansing surface and close it with high shine.

chrome extra pink
pigment

we recommend our large grain holo glitters for spectacular 
surface decoration, for creating a sugar spray or built-in effect. 
the deep black and elegant light purple hue in the holo color 
of the light captivate everyone.

glitters Cs13
holo black

Cs14
holo purple

new!

new!

new!new!
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a new neon royal blue color has arrived for our neon powder line. use it on a 
semi-cured but still sticky layer, then close it with high shine.

new brillbird nail art new brillbird nail art

neon pigment
powder shade

New neon blue pigment powder.

New Extra transfer foil gel.

micro
beads

ss3-ss10 size rhinestones in a set. the 
stones are beautifull from every angle 
as the light shines on them. fix them 
with nail art glue gel so you can be 
sure the stones will stay in place and 
will not loosen so will last for weeks.
sizes in a pack: ss3, ss4, ss5, ss6, ss8, 
ss10

3ml – 

rhinestone mix
in 6 sizes

NP05
neon blue

silver

in russian gold and silVer colors!
a 0.6mm micro beads that match perfectly into any glitte-
ring-stone decoration, but you can create great decorations 
also by using independently. thanks to their abrasion-resistant 
surface, their durability is outstanding and they keep their 
color for weeks! fix with nail art glue gel or take them to a 
sticky surface.

extra transfer
foil gel

FOR COmpLETE SURFACES AND pATTERNS!
dense, transparent transfer foil gel in a jar. it has extremely good adhesion, so you can 
use a transfer foil to cover the entire nail. if you use it on the whole surface you can get 
more unitary coverage than ever before! try creating patterns, we recommend that 
matt the surface of the gel-lac to help you draw the pattern out of the shiny gel. always 
observe the thickness of the material when curing. we recommend our silicone brushes, 
which can be used to smooth the foil along the nail folds as needed.

russian gold

New Aurum rhinestones and russian gold micro beads.

CrysTaL

CrysTaL aB

aurum

VoLCaNo

new! new!

new!

new!
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new brillbird nail art new accessories

manicure scissors extra

brushesmetal flake
decoration

mixed metal
nail art

starry nail art 
mix

the special, ergonomically designed skin scissors with a curved tip make it easy to cut the cuticle 
and also the corners accurately on the template forms.

natural hair brush with wider, square head design. You can create a c-curve from 
a single dumpling to speed up your salon work because of its shape. it is easier to 
fill the materials beside the nail folds thanks to its square shape.

a builder brush with natural hair and rounded tip. its head is 
shorter than the smile line brush’s but it has the same quality. 
for free edge and colors.

synthetic hair brush. You can easily use it for flowers, leaves and other decoration motives or to 
make shades, quick gel salon work, gel painting and zhostovo techniques with the softest hair more 
precisely than ever before.

gold, silver and sparkling glittery decoratives which can 
easily lie also on smaller nails. built-in or as a surface 
decoration, you can make super decorations with it. it 
requires a sticky surface for surface decoration.

metal effect nail art elements in two designs. the combinations are endless, 
but you can have a special effect by using only one element. we recommend 
applying with nail art glue gel to the nail surface.

You can make great autumn / winter decorations with our two diffe-
rent star sets, which are very thin and easy to apply on your nails. we 
recommend applying with nail art glue gel.

1 green

2 blue

flat hard

smile line - short

gradient decoration brush

stainless steel file

rugged, 80/120-file, stable, non-bending. made of stainless steel, easy to clean and durable. it 
can be used for both natural and built nails. it is also great for file the sidewalls and/or forming 
the smile line. with its ribbed handle, a secure grip is guaranteed.

metal
tools

disposable sterile stainless steel blade.

braun blade 22

2

3

1

New starry nail art mix.

new!new!

new!

new!

new!
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new accessoriesnew accessories

diaries

with changeable inner pages, snap lock, bookmark, pen 
holder, practical pockets for notes, important papers, 
business cards. the calendar displayed daily, broken down 
into hours until december 31, 2020. the color of the inside 
pages is white with purple lines and texts.
the cover and the inner pages can be purchased also 
separately and together.

size: 115x172 mm

dust collector
brush

the new drill bit developed for correcting the edges, for smile line filing 
techniques and as a complementary bit for russian manicure.

for elegant and tunel lamPs!
You can get our popular led bulb in even higher 
quality than before. more durable structure and it 
fits more precisely into the socket. You can use it 
for elegant uV and tunel uV lamps as well and can 
combine the led and uV bulbs in pairs. You can 
replace all the bulbs to transform to an led lamp.

this brush easily can remove fine dust efficiently and also gently from the lateral 
nail fold thanks to its flexible material. it can be disinfected and you can clean it 
with soapy water.
the fibers attract dust, allowing you to gently clean the decoration powders and 
glitters from the skin without damaging the work on the nails.

size: 9x5,3x4,3cm

excellent drill bit for gel-lac removal, thanks to its rounded head it can be used comfortably and safely 
at lateral nail folds and it is gentle with skin and nails too. we recommend it both for filling and shaping 
the finished nail and for creating a transition around the skin.

a gentle yet effective peeling with the benefits of white clay, menthol 
and olive oil. apply thin layers to hands and feet then wait a few minutes 
for the active ingredients to be absorbed. use gentle movements to rub 
through the skin and finally remove the remaining rests on the surface. 
use gentle movements to rub through the skin and finally remove the 
remaining rests on the surface.

nourishing and moisturizing, easily absorbed hand and foot cream, the right choice for all 
skin types. it refreshes, softens and smoothes the sensitive and dehydrated skin thanks 
to its extra active ingredients. the luxury shea butter, argan oil, jojoba oil, coconut oil, 
vitamins a-, e- and f- provide well-nourished, hydrated and velvety skin.

200ml – 

drill bits

brill
led bulb

diamond drill bit
for smile line

exfoliating scrub

gel&lac remover
drill bit

mango
organic luxury

hand- and foot treatment

renewed!

new!

Practical a5 size glossy surface for easy mixing of colors. on the board, 
we’ve listed the most common color combinations and color mixing 
ratios to help your job. easy to clean, waterproof surface so you can 
use it for countless times.

new!

new!

new!

new!

mixing
boards
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